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Abstract
We propose Stable Yet Memory Bounded Open-
Loop (SYMBOL) planning, a general memory
bounded approach to partially observable open-
loop planning. SYMBOL maintains an adaptive
stack of Thompson Sampling bandits, whose size
is bounded by the planning horizon and can be au-
tomatically adapted according to the underlying do-
main without any prior domain knowledge beyond
a generative model. We empirically test SYM-
BOL in four large POMDP benchmark problems to
demonstrate its effectiveness and robustness w.r.t.
the choice of hyperparameters and evaluate its
adaptive memory consumption. We also compare
its performance with other open-loop planning al-
gorithms and POMCP.
1 Introduction
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
are useful to model many real-world problems, where the ac-
tual state is unknown to a decision making agent due to lim-
ited and noisy sensors. The agent has to consider the history
of its past observations and actions to maintain a belief state
as a distribution of possible states [Kaelbling et al., 1998].
Solving POMDPs exactly is computationally intractable
for domains with extremely large state spaces and long plan-
ning horizons due to the curse of dimensionality, where the
space of possible belief states grows exponentially w.r.t. the
number of states [Kaelbling et al., 1998], and the curse of
history, where the number of possible histories grows expo-
nentially w.r.t. the horizon length [Pineau et al., 2006].
Monte-Carlo planning algorithms are popular approaches
to decision making in large POMDPs due to breaking both
curses with statistical sampling and black box simulation
[Silver and Veness, 2010; Somani et al., 2013]. State-of-
the-art algorithms like POMCP construct sparse closed-loop
search trees over belief states and actions. Although these
approaches are computationally efficient, the search trees can
become arbitrarily large in highly complex domains. In such
domains, performance could be limited by restricted mem-
ory resources, which is common in sensor networks or IoT
settings with intelligent devices that have to make decisions
with very limited resources and perception capabilities.
Open-loop planning is an alternative approach to efficient
decision making, which only optimizes sequences of actions
independently of the belief state space. Although open-
loop planning generally converges to suboptimal solutions,
it has been shown to be competitive against closed-loop plan-
ning in practice, when the problem is too large to provide
sufficient computational resources [Weinstein and Littman,
2013; Perez Liebana et al., 2015; Lecarpentier et al., 2018].
However, open-loop approaches have been rarely used in
POMDPs so far, despite their potential to efficient planning
in very large domains [Yu et al., 2005; Phan et al., 2019].
In this paper, we propose Stable Yet Memory Bounded
Open-Loop (SYMBOL) planning, a general memory bounded
approach to partially observable open-loop planning. SYM-
BOL maintains an adaptive stack of Thompson Sampling
bandits, which is matched to successive time steps of the deci-
sion process. The stack size is bounded by the planning hori-
zon and can be automatically adapted on demand according
to the underlying domain without any prior domain knowl-
edge beyond a generative model.
We empirically test SYMBOL in four large benchmark
problems to demonstrate its effectiveness and robustness
w.r.t. the choice of hyperparameters and evaluate its adap-
tive memory consumption. We also compare its performance
with other open-loop planning algorithms and POMCP.
2 Background
2.1 POMDPs
A POMDP is defined by a tupleM = 〈S,A,P,R,O,Ω, b0〉,
where S is a (finite) set of states, A is the (finite) set of
actions, P(st+1|st, at) is the transition probability function,
rt = R(st, at) ∈ R is the reward function, O is a (finite) set
of observations, Ω(ot+1|st+1, at) is the observation probabil-
ity function, and b0 is a probabilitiy distribution over initial
states s0 ∈ S [Kaelbling et al., 1998]. It is always assumed
that st, st+1 ∈ S, at ∈ A, and ot, ot+1 ∈ O at time step t.
A history ht =
[
a0, o1, ..., ot−1, at−1, ot
]
is a sequence
of actions and observations. A belief state bht(st) is a suffi-
cient statistic for history ht and defines a probability distri-
bution over states st given ht. B is the space of all possible
belief states. The belief state can be updated by Bayes the-
orem bht(st) = ηΩ(ot|st, a)
∑
s∈S P(st|s, a)bh(s), where
η = 1Ω(ot+1|bh,a) is a normalizing constant, a = at−1 is the
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last action, and h = ht−1 is the history without a and ot.
The goal is to find a policy pi : B → A, which maximizes
the expectation of return Gt for a horizon T :
Gt =
T−1∑
k=0
γk · R(st+k, at+k) (1)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.
pi can be evaluated with a value function V pi(bht) =
Epi[Gt|bht
]
, which is the expected return conditioned on be-
lief states. An optimal policy pi∗ has a value function V ∗,
where V ∗(bht) ≥ V pi
′
(bht) for all bht ∈ B and all pi′ 6= pi∗.
2.2 Multi-armed Bandits
Multi-armed Bandits (MABs) are decision making problems
with a single state s. An agent has to repeatedly select an
action a ∈ A in order to maximize its expected reward
E
[R(s, a) = Xa], where Xa is a random variable with an
unknown distribution fXa(x). The agent has to balance be-
tween exploring actions to estimate their expected reward and
exploiting its knowledge on all actions by selecting the ac-
tion with the currently highest expected reward. This is the
exploration-exploitation dilemma, where exploration can lead
to actions with possibly higher rewards but requires time for
trying them out, while exploitation can lead to fast conver-
gence but possibly gets stuck in a local optimum. UCB1 and
Thompson Sampling are possible approaches to solve MABs.
UCB1 selects actions by maximizing the upper confidence
bound of action values UCB1(a) = Xa + c
√
log(ntotal)
na
, where
Xa is the average reward of action a, c is an exploration con-
stant, ntotal is the total number of action selections, and na is
the number of times action awas selected. The second term is
the exploration bonus, which becomes smaller with increas-
ing na [Auer et al., 2002; Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006].
UCB1 is a popular MAB algorithm and widely used in
various challenging domains [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006;
Bubeck and Munos, 2010; Silver et al., 2017].
Thompson Sampling is a Bayesian approach to balance
between exploration and exploitation of actions [Thompson,
1933]. The unknown reward distribution of Xa of each ac-
tion a ∈ A is modeled by a parametrized likelihood func-
tion Pa(x|θ) with parameter vector θ. Given a prior dis-
tribution Pa(θ) and a set of past observed rewards Da =
{x1, x2, ..., xna}, the posterior distribution Pa(θ|Da) can be
inferred by using Bayes rule Pa(θ|Da) ∝
∏
i Pa(xi|θ)Pa(θ).
The expected reward of each action a ∈ A can be estimated
by sampling θ ∼ Pa(θ|Da) to compute Eθ
[
Xa
]
. The action
with the highest expected reward Eθ
[
Xa
]
is selected.
Thompson Sampling has been shown to be an effective
and robust algorithm for making decisions under uncertainty
[Chapelle and Li, 2011; Kaufmann et al., 2012].
2.3 Online Planning in POMDPs
Planning searches for an (near-)optimal policy given a model
Mˆ of the environment M , which usually consists of explicit
probability distributions of the POMDP. Unlike global plan-
ning, which searches the whole (belief) state space to find
an optimal policy pi∗, local planning only focuses on find-
ing a policy pit for the current (belief) state by taking possi-
ble future (belief) states into account [Weinstein and Littman,
2013]. Thus, local planning can be applied online at every
time step at the current state to recommend the next action
for execution. Local planning is usually restricted to a time
or computation budget nb due to strict real-time constraints
[Bubeck and Munos, 2010; Weinstein and Littman, 2013].
We focus on local Monte-Carlo planning, where Mˆ is a
generative model, which can be used as black box simulator
[Silver and Veness, 2010]. Given st and at, the simulator
Mˆ provides a sample 〈st+1, ot+1, rt〉 ∼ Mˆ(st, at). Monte-
Carlo planning algorithms can approximate pi∗ and V ∗ by it-
eratively simulating and evaluating actions without reasoning
about explicit probability distributions of the POMDP.
Local planning can be closed- or open-loop. Closed-loop
planning conditions the action selection on histories of ac-
tions and observations. Open-loop planning only condi-
tions the action selection on previous sequences of actions
pT = [a1, ..., aT ] (also called open-loop plans or simply
plans) and summarized statistics about predecessor (belief)
states [Bubeck and Munos, 2010; Perez Liebana et al., 2015].
An example from [Phan et al., 2019] is shown in Fig. 1. A
closed-loop tree for Ω(ot+1|st, at) = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 1a,
while Fig. 1b shows the corresponding open-loop tree which
summarizes the observation nodes of Fig. 1a within the blue
dotted ellipses into history distribution nodes. Open-loop
planning can be further simplified by only regarding statis-
tics about the expected return of actions at specific time steps
(Fig. 1c). In that case, a stack of T statistics is used to sample
and evaluate plans [Weinstein and Littman, 2013].
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Figure 1: Illustration of closed- and open-loop planning schemes.
(a) Closed-loop tree with state observations (circular nodes) and ac-
tions (rectangular nodes). Red links correspond to stochastic obser-
vations made with a probability of 0.5. (b) Open-loop tree with links
as actions and history distribution nodes according to the blue dotted
ellipses in Fig. 1a. (c) Open-loop approach with a stack of action
distributions according to the blue dotted ellipses in Fig. 1b.
Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Planning (POMCP) is
a closed-loop approach based on Monte-Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) [Silver and Veness, 2010]. POMCP uses a search
tree of histories with o-nodes representing observations and
a-nodes representing actions (Fig. 1a). The tree is traversed
by selecting a-nodes with a policy pitree until a leaf o-node
ot ∈ O is reached, which is expanded, and its value Vˆ (ht)
is estimated with a rollout by using a policy pirollout. pirollout
can be used to integrate domain knowledge into the planning
process to focus the search on promising states [Silver and
Veness, 2010]. The observed rewards are recursively accu-
mulated (Eq. 1) to update the value estimate of each node
in the simulated path. The original version of POMCP uses
UCB1 for pitree and converges to the optimal best-first tree
given sufficient computation [Silver and Veness, 2010].
[Lecarpentier et al., 2018] formulates an open-loop vari-
ant of MCTS using UCB1 as pitree, called Open-Loop Upper
Confidence bound for Trees (OLUCT), which could be easily
extended to POMDPs by constructing a tree, which summa-
rizes all o-nodes to history distribution nodes (Fig. 1b).
Open-loop planning generally converges to suboptimal so-
lutions in stochastic domains, since it ignores (belief) state
values V (bht) and optimizes the summarized values V (Nt)
of each node Nt (Fig. 1b) instead [Lecarpentier et al.,
2018]. If the problem is too complex to provide sufficient
computation budget nb or memory capacity, then open-loop
approaches are competitive against closed-loop approaches,
since they need to explore a much smaller search space to
find an appropriate solution [Weinstein and Littman, 2013;
Perez Liebana et al., 2015; Lecarpentier et al., 2018].
3 Related Work
Previous stack based approaches to open-loop planning main-
tain a fixed size stack of T statistics over actions to sam-
ple open-loop plans with high expected return [Weinstein
and Littman, 2013; Belzner and Gabor, 2017; Phan et al.,
2019]. While these approaches work well in practice, their
convergence properties remain unclear because of the non-
stationarity of the sampling statistics and the underlying
state distributions due to the simultaneous adaptation of each
statistic. Furthermore, the required number of statistics is
highly domain dependent and hard to prespecify. SYMBOL
maintains an adaptive stack of Thompson Sampling bandits,
which automatically adjusts its size according to the under-
lying domain without prior domain knowledge. The creation
and adaptation of each bandit depends on the convergence of
all preceding bandits to preserve a stationary state and reward
distribution for proper convergence of all bandits.
[Yu et al., 2005] proposed an open-loop approach to deci-
sion making in POMDPs by using hierarchical planning. An
open-loop plan is constructed at an abstract level, where un-
certainty w.r.t. particular actions is ignored. A low-level plan-
ner controls the actual execution by explicitly dealing with
uncertainty. SYMBOL is more general, since it performs
planning directly on the original problem by using a gener-
ative model for black box optimization and does not require
the POMDP to be transformed for hierarchical planning.
[Powley et al., 2017] proposed a memory bounded version
of MCTS with a fixed size state pool to add, discard, or reuse
states depending on their visitation frequency. However, this
approach cannot be easily adapted to tree-based open-loop
approaches, because it requires (belief) states to be identifi-
able. SYMBOL does not require a pool to reuse states or
nodes but maintains an adaptive stack of Thompson Sam-
pling bandits. The bandits adapt according to the temporal
dependencies between actions, while the size of the bandit
stack is bounded by the planning horizon and automatically
adapts itself according to the underlying domain.
4 Adaptive Thompson Sampling Stacks
4.1 Generalized Thompson Sampling
We use a variant of Thompson Sampling, which works for ar-
bitrary reward distributions as proposed in [Bai et al., 2013;
Bai et al., 2014] by assuming that Xat follows a Normal
distribution N (µ, 1τ ) with unknown mean µ and precision
τ = 1σ2 , where σ
2 is the variance. 〈µ, τ〉 follows a Nor-
mal Gamma distributionNG(µ0, λ, α, β) with λ > 0, α ≥ 1,
and β ≥ 0. The distribution over τ is a Gamma distribution
τ ∼ Gamma(α, β) and the conditional distribution over µ
given τ is a Normal distribution µ ∼ N (µ0, 1λτ ).
Given a prior distribution P (θ) = NG(µ0, λ0, α0, β0) and
n observations D = {x1, ..., xn}, the posterior distribution
is defined by P (θ|D) = NG(µ1, λ1, α1, β1), where µ1 =
λ0µ0+nX
λ0+n
, λ1 = λ0 + n, α1 = α0 + n2 , and β1 = β0 +
1
2 (nσ
2 + λ0n(X−µ0)
2
λ0+n
). X is the mean of all values in D and
σ2 = 1n
∑n
i=1(xi −X)2 is the variance.
The posterior is inferred for each action at ∈ A to sample
an estimate µat for the expected return. The action with the
highest µat is selected. The complete formulation is given
in Algorithm 1. A MAB Nt stores Xat , σ
2
at , and nat for
each action at ∈ A. In UpdateBandit, the absolute difference
δat = |Xat − Xold,at | between the old and the new mean
value of Xat is returned to evaluate the convergence of Nt.
Algorithm 1 Generalized Thompson Sampling
procedure ThompsonSampling(Nt)
for at ∈ A do
Infer 〈µ1, λ1, α1, β1〉 from prior and Xat , σ2at , nat
µat , τat ∼ NG(µ1, λ1, α1, β1)
return argmaxat∈A(µat)
procedure UpdateBandit(Nt, Gt, at)
〈Xold,at , Xat〉 ← 〈Xat , (natXold,at +Gt)/(nat + 1)〉
nat ← nat + 1
σ2at ← [(nat−1)σ2at +(Gt−Xold,at)(Gt−Xat)]/nat
δat ← |Xat −Xold,at |
return δat
If sufficient domain knowledge for defining the prior is un-
available, the prior should be chosen such that all possibilities
can be sampled (almost) uniformly [Bai et al., 2014]. This
can be achieved by choosing the priors such that the variance
of the resulting Normal distribution N (µ0, 1λ0τ ) becomes in-
finite ( 1λ0τ0 → ∞ and λ0τ → 0). Since τ follows a Gamma
distribution Gamma(α0, β0) with expectation E
[
τ
]
= α0β0 ,
α0 and β0 should be chosen such that α0β0 → 0. Given the
hyperparameter space λ0 > 0, α0 ≥ 1, and β0 ≥ 0, it is
recommended to set α0 = 1 and µ0 = 0 to center the Nor-
mal distribution. λ0 should be small enough and β0 should
be sufficiently large [Bai et al., 2014].
4.2 SYMBOL
Stable Yet Memory Bounded Open-Loop (SYMBOL) plan-
ning is a partially observable open-loop approach, which op-
timizes an adaptive stack of nMAB Thompson Sampling ban-
dits (with nMAB ≤ T ) to maximize the expected return.
Initially beginning with a single MAB N1, a simulation
starts at state st, which is sampled from an approximated be-
lief state bˆht
1. The first nMAB actions at are sampled from
all MABs in the current stack. The remaining T − nMAB ac-
tions are sampled from a rollout policy pirollout, which can be
random or enhanced with domain knowledge [Silver and Ve-
ness, 2010]. The sampled plan pT = [a1, ..., aT ] is evaluated
with Mˆ to observe rewards r1, ..., rT , which are accumulated
to returns G1, ..., GT according to Eq. 1. The first nMAB
returns are used to update the MAB stack. A MAB Nt is
only updated or created, when all of its predecessors Nt−k
with 0 < k < t converged. We assume that Nt converged, if
δat < , where δat is the average of the last κ values of δat
from previous updates to Nt (Algorithm 1). The parameter
κ copes with the non-stationarity of the return values Gt to
update each MAB, which is caused by the adaptation of the
action selection.
The complete formulation of SYMBOL is given in Algo-
rithm 2, where ht is the action-observation history, T is the
planning horizon, nb is the computation budget, κ is the con-
vergence tolerance represented by the number of MAB up-
dates to be considered, and  is the convergence threshold.
Algorithm 2 SYMBOL Planning
procedure SYMBOL(ht, T, nb, κ, )
nMAB← 1, Create first MAB N1
while nb > 0 do
nb← nb− 1
s1 ∼ bˆht
Simulate(s1, T, κ, )
return argmaxa1∈A(Xa1)
procedure Simulate(s1, T, κ, )
t← 1
while t ≤ T and st is no terminal state do
if t ≤ nMAB then
at ← ThompsonSampling(Nt)
else
at ← pirollout(st)
〈st+1, rt, ot+1〉 ∼ Mˆ(st, at) . Simulate action
t← t+ 1
〈H,Gt+1〉 ← 〈t, 0〉
for t ∈ H, ..., 1 do . Accumulate rewards (Eq. 1)
Gt ← rt + γGt+1
for t ∈ 1, ...,H do
if t ≤ nMAB + 1 and t ≤ T and δat−1 <  then
if t > nMAB then
nMAB← nMAB + 1, Create new Nt
δat ← UpdateBandit(Nt, Gt, at)
Update δat with average of last κ values of δat
else
break . Keep successor MABs stationary
1We use a particle filter for bˆht ≈ bht [Silver and Veness, 2010].
Thompson Sampling bandits are able to converge, if
their reward distributions are stationary [Agrawal and Goyal,
2013]. A reward distribution is stationary, if both the un-
derlying state distribution and the successor policy pisucc are
stationary. The former is ensured, if all preceding MABs
converged, since their actions affect the underlying state dis-
tribution. The latter is ensured by keeping all successing
MABs fixed (they are not updated unless the predecessors
converged) and by using a stationary rollout policy pirollout.
Starting from the first MAB N1, we know that the state
distribution bˆht is stationary. If the successor policy pisucc is
stationary as well, N1 will converge to the best action given
pisucc [Agrawal and Goyal, 2013]. By induction, we can show
the same for all successor MABs, given that all predeces-
sor MABs converged. If Nt significantly changed such that
δat ≥ , all MABs Nt+k with k > 0 must remain fixed to
ensure a stationary reward distribution to enable convergence
of Nt first. By adjusting the parameters κ and , the size and
speed of convergence of the MAB stack can be controlled.
5 Experiments
5.1 Evaluation Environments
We tested SYMBOL in different POMDP benchmark prob-
lems [Silver and Veness, 2010; Somani et al., 2013]. We al-
ways set γ as proposed in [Silver and Veness, 2010].
The RockSample(n,k) problem simulates an agent moving
in an n×n grid, which contains k rocks [Smith and Simmons,
2004]. Each rock can be good or bad, but the true state of each
rock is unknown. The agent has to sample good rocks, while
avoiding to sample bad rocks. It has a noisy sensor, which
produces an observation ot ∈ {good, bad} for a particular
rock. The probability of sensing the correct state of the rock
decreases exponentially with the agent’s distance to that rock.
Sampling gives a reward of +10, if the rock is good, and
−10 otherwise. If a good rock was sampled, it becomes bad.
Moving past the east edge of the grid gives a reward of +10
and the episode terminates. We set γ = 0.95.
In Battleship five ships of size 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively
are randomly placed into a 10× 10 grid, where the agent has
to sink all ships without knowing their actual positions [Silver
and Veness, 2010]. Each cell hitting a ship gives a reward of
+1. There is a reward of −1 per time step and a terminal
reward of +100 for hitting all ships. We set γ = 1.
PocMan is a partially observable version of PacMan [Silver
and Veness, 2010]. The agent navigates in a 17×19 maze and
has to eat randomly distributed food pellets and power pills.
There are four ghosts moving randomly in the maze. If the
agent is within the visible range of a ghost, it is getting chased
by the ghost and dies, if it touches the ghost, terminating the
episode with a reward of −100. Eating a power pill enables
the agent to eat ghosts for 15 time steps. In that case, the
ghosts will run away, if the agent is under the effect of a power
pill. At each time step a reward of −1 is given. Eating food
pellets gives a reward of +10 and eating a ghost gives +25.
The agent can only perceive ghosts, if they are in its direct
line of sight in each cardinal direction or within a hearing
range. Also, the agent can only sense walls and food pellets,
which are adjacent to it. We set γ = 0.95.
5.2 Methods
We implemented different partially observable planning al-
gorithms to compare with SYMBOL 2. All algorithms with
a rollout phase use a policy pirollout which randomly selects
actions from a set of legal actions at ∈ Alegal(s′), depend-
ing on the currently simulated state s′ ∈ S. Since open-loop
planning can encounter different states at the same node or
time step (Fig. 1), the set of legal actions Alegal(st) may vary
for each state st ∈ S. Thus, we mask out currently illegal
actions, regardless of whether they have high action values.
POMCP We use the POMCP implementation from [Silver
and Veness, 2010]. pitree selects actions from Alegal(st) with
UCB1. In each simulation step, there is at most one expansion
step, where new nodes are added to the search tree. Thus, the
tree size should increase linearly w.r.t. nb in large POMDPs.
POOLUCT and POOLTS are implemented as open-loop
versions of POMCP (Fig. 1b), where actions are selected
fromAlegal(st) using UCB1 (POOLUCT) or Thompson Sam-
pling (POOLTS) as node selection policy pitree. Similarly to
POMCP, the search tree size should increase linearly w.r.t. nb,
but with less nodes, since open-loop trees store summarized
information about history distributions (Fig. 1b).
SYMBOL uses an adaptive stack of nMAB Thompson
Sampling bandits Nt according to Algorithm 2. Starting at
s1, all MABs Nt apply Thompson Sampling to Alegal(s′),
depending on the currently simulated state s′ ∈ S . If t >
nMAB, then pirollout is used. Given a horizon of T , SYMBOL
always maintains nMAB ≤ T MABs. Although nMAB de-
pends on κ, , and nb, it never exceeds T (Algorithm 2).
Partially Observable Stacked Thompson Sampling
(POSTS) uses a fixed size stack of nMAB = T Thompson
Sampling bandits Nt [Phan et al., 2019]. Similarly to
SYMBOL, all MABs Nt apply Thompson Sampling to
Alegal(s′), depending on the currently simulated state s′ ∈ S .
Unlike SYMBOL, all MABs Nt are updated simultaneously
according to Gt regardless of the convergence of the preced-
ing MABs as suggested in [Weinstein and Littman, 2013;
Belzner and Gabor, 2017; Phan et al., 2019].
5.3 Results
We ran each approach on RockSample, Battleship, and Poc-
Man with different settings for 100 times or at most 12 hours
of total computation. We evaluated the performance of each
approach with the undiscounted return (γ = 1), because we
focus on the actual effectiveness instead of the quality of op-
timization [Bai et al., 2014]. For POMCP and POOLUCT
we set the UCB1 exploration constant c to the reward range
of each domain as proposed in [Silver and Veness, 2010].
Since we assume no additional domain knowledge, we fo-
cus on uninformative priors with µ0 = 0, α0 = 1, and
λ0 = 0.01 [Bai et al., 2014]. With this setting, β0 controls the
degree of initial exploration during the planning phase, thus
we only vary β0 for POOLTS, POSTS, and SYMBOL. To
preserve readability of the figures, we only provide the best
configuration of POOLTS and POSTS for comparison.
2Code available at https://github.com/thomyphan/planning
Hyperparameter Sensitivity
We evaluated the sensitivity of SYMBOL w.r.t. the con-
vergence threshold . Fig. 2a-d show the performance of
SYMBOL with  ∈ {3.2, 6.4, 12.8} compared to all other
approaches described in Section 5.2. All SYMBOL vari-
ants are able to keep up with their tree-based counterpart
POOLTS, while outperforming POOLUCT. SYMBOL is able
to keep up with POMCP in RockSample(11,11) and Battle-
ship. POMCP outperforms all open-loop approaches in Poc-
Man. SYMBOL scales better in performance with increasing
nb than POSTS, which seems to converge prematurely after
nb > 1000. Except in PocMan, SYMBOL scales slightly
better with increasing nb when  = 3.2, probably due to
more stable convergence of the MABs. Fig. 2e-h show
the average stack sizes nMAB of SYMBOL for nb = 4096
3, β0 ∈ {100, 500, 1000}, and different . In RockSample,
20 < nMAB < 30, when  ≥ 0.8, but it does not grow any
further. In Battleship, nMAB < 10, but the stack size slightly
increases w.r.t  . In PocMan, nMAB quickly increases w.r.t .
β0 does not have any significant impact on nMAB.
We also experimented with the convergence tolerance κ ∈
{2, 4, 8, 16, 32} but did not observe significantly different re-
sults than shown in Fig. 2. nMAB tends to decrease with
increasing κ, which is due to the amount of time required to
consider a MAB as converged. When κ < 8, then SYMBOL
was less stable in all domains (except in Battleship), leading
to high variance in performance when nb is large.
Performance-Memory Tradeoff
We evaluated the performance-memory tradeoff of all ap-
proaches by introducing a memory capacity nMEM, where
the computation is interrupted, when the number of nodes
exceeds nMEM. For POMCP, we count the number of o-
nodes and a-nodes (Fig. 1a). For POOLTS and POOLUCT,
we count the number of history distribution nodes (Fig. 1b).
For SYMBOL and POSTS, we count nMAB. POSTS always
uses a planning horizon of min(T, nMEM) to satisfy the mem-
ory bound. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for nb = 4096,
T = 100, β0 ∈ {100, 500, 1000} for POOLTS, POSTS, and
SYMBOL,  = 6.4, and κ = 8.
In RockSample and Battleship, POMCP is outperformed
by SYMBOL and POOLTS. SYMBOL always performs best
in these domains, when nMEM ≤ 1000. POMCP per-
forms best in PocMan by outperforming SYMBOL, when
nMEM > 100 and POOLTS keeps up with SYMBOL, when
nMEM > 1000. SYMBOL always outperforms POSTS,
while using a lower maximum number of MABs. POSTS
is only able to keep up with the best SYMBOL setting in
RockSample(11,11) after creating 100 MABs, while SYM-
BOL only uses about 20 MABs for planning. POOLUCT per-
forms worst except in Battleship, improving less and slowest
with increasing nMEM.
6 Discussion
We presented SYMBOL, a general memory bounded ap-
proach to partially observable open-loop planning with an
3Using budgets between 1024 and 16384 led to similar plots,
thus we stick to nb = 4096 as suggested in [Phan et al., 2019].
(a) RockSample(11,11) (b) RockSample(15,15) (c) Battleship (d) PocMan
(e) RockSample(11,11) (f) RockSample(15,15) (g) Battleship (h) PocMan
Figure 2: Sensitivity analysis of SYMBOL w.r.t. the -threshold with a horizon of T = 100 and κ = 8. (a-d) Average performance w.r.t. to
different computation budgets nb compared to POMCP, POOLUCT, POOLTS, and POSTS (e-h) MAB stack size given nb = 4096.
(a) RockSample(11,11) (b) RockSample(15,15)
(c) Battleship (d) PocMan
Figure 3: Average performance of POMCP, POOLUCT, POOLTS,
POSTS, and SYMBOL with memory bounds, nb = 4096, T = 100,
κ = 8, and  = 6.4. The vertical dotted lines indicate the maximum
number of MABs used by SYMBOL (blue) and POSTS (orange).
adaptive stack of Thompson Sampling bandits.
Our experiments show that SYMBOL is a good alternative
to tree-based planning in POMDPs. SYMBOL is compet-
itive against tree-based open-loop planning like POOLUCT
and POOLTS and is able to keep up with POMCP in domains
with large action spaces and low stochasticity like RockSam-
ple or Battleship. SYMBOL is robust w.r.t. the choice of
the hyperparameters β0 and  in terms of performance, with
 strongly affecting the memory consumption in domains
with high stochasticity as shown for PocMan in Fig. 2h. 
should be sufficiently small to ensure stable convergence of
the MABs, although more computation budget will be re-
quired to build up adequate MAB stacks, if  is too small. Fig.
2e-h indicate that appropriate MAB stack sizes are highly do-
main dependent and cannot be generally specified beforehand
without expensive parameter tuning. Thus, adaptive and ro-
bust approaches like SYMBOL seem to be promising for gen-
eral and efficient decision making in POMDPs.
When restricting the memory capacity, SYMBOL clearly
outperforms all tree-based approaches, while requiring sig-
nificantly less MABs. Although being bounded by T = 100
at most, SYMBOL always created much less MABs in all do-
mains, resulting in extremely memory efficient planning (Fig.
3). POOLTS requires thousands of nodes to keep up with
SYMBOL, while POMCP is only able to outperform SYM-
BOL in PocMan after creating more than 100 nodes, which
still consumes much more memory than SYMBOL (Fig. 3d).
SYMBOL is able to outperform the fixed size stack ap-
proach POSTS, showing the effectiveness of the adaptive
stack concept, where proper convergence is ensured by the
convergence threshold  and the convergence tolerance κ.
While state-of-the-art approaches to efficient online plan-
ning [Silver and Veness, 2010; Somani et al., 2013; Bai et al.,
2014] heavily rely on sufficient memory resources in highly
complex domains, SYMBOL is a memory bounded alterna-
tive, which maintains an adaptive stack of MABs. SYMBOL
is able to automatically adapt its stack according to the un-
derlying domain without any prior domain knowledge.
In the future, we plan to integrate SYMBOL into hierarchi-
cal planning to optimize macro-actions for certain subgoals.
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